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WASHINGTON: Surveillance of “homegrown” US extremists
by the FBI was flawed until 2019, a watchdog report said
Wednesday, saying that the weaknesses may have allowed
deadly attacks to occur. The Department of Justice Office of
the Inspector General (OIG) report said that the FBI had
closed several assessments of suspects who went on to launch
attacks. “Since September 11, 2001, HVE (home-grown violent
extremists) have carried out over 20 attacks in the United
States, some of which occurred after the FBI closed a coun-
terterrorism assessment or investigation,” it said.

“The FBI had not taken a comprehensive approach to re-
solving deficiencies.” According to the FBI, the extremists
were jihad-inspired individuals radicalized in the United States
and not receiving orders from abroad. The report focused on
one of the Boston marathon bombers, Tamerlan Tsarnaev, who
planted two home-made bombs near the finish line of the race
in 2013, killing three people and injuring 264 others.

It said database searches and questioning of Tsarnaev, his
parents and Tsarnaev’s former girlfriend and wife “would
have resulted in a more thorough assessment” before the at-
tack. The FBI also closed an assessment of Omar Mateen,
who later shot and killed 49 people in Orlando’s Pulse night
club in 2016. The case agent “was also assigned to work
criminal matters and had little formal counterterrorism train-
ing,” the report said.— AFP 

Extremist surveillance 
was flawed: US report

BRUSSELS: European Union countries offered
more money for border policing in Greece and
humanitarian aid in Syria’s Idlib, but they were
in a bind over Turkey as they sought to avert a
mass influx of migrants. EU interior ministers
met in Brussels on Wednesday for emergency
talks, to be followed by foreign ministers on
Thursday and Friday, as some 25,000 refugees
and migrants gather on the Greek border, seek-
ing to cross into Europe.

That came after Turkey - citing the latest
fighting in Syria - backed away from a 2016 deal
with the EU to keep refugees and migrants away
from Europe. In a joint statement, EU ministers
recognized “the increased migratory burden and
risks Turkey is facing” but also denounced
“Turkey’s use of migratory pressure for political
purposes.” “This situation at EU’s external bor-
ders is not acceptable,” they said, in calling on
Ankara to stick to the 2016 pact.

Greek riot police used water cannon and tear
gas on Wednesday against migrants at the fron-
tier, while the EU was sounding out President
Tayyip Erdogan on his demands in exchange for
Ankara’s reverting to keeping refugees at bay.
“Turkey is not an enemy, but people are not
weapons either,” the EU’s top migration official,
Margaritis Schinas, said in explaining that 700
million euros’ worth of extra EU funding for
Greece would fortify the bloc’s external border

there. The EU is also preparing to offer 60 mil-
lion euros in new humanitarian aid to Idlib,
diplomats said. The city has been the latest
flashpoint in the nine-year-old war in Syria,
where Russia-backed Syrian forces fight rebels
supported by Turkey. Humanitarian efforts to
support nearly 1 million people who fled the
fighting have been overwhelmed, said the UN
aid chief, Mark Lowcock.

Turkey
EU member states are divided over Turkey.

Greece and Cyprus push a tough line, focusing
on border tensions and condemning what the
bloc sees as Erdogan’s migration “blackmail”.
Others are willing to offer further aid to support
some 3.7 million Syrian refugees stranded in
Turkey, on top of the 6 billion euros already
granted in 2016. The EU is desperate to avoid
any repeat of 2015 and 2016, when more than a
million refugees arrived on its soil, overwhelming
security and welfare systems and fuelling sup-
port for euro-sceptic and nationalist groups
across the bloc. 

But EU’s ties with Turkey, a NATO ally, are
strained over human rights and security issues,
as well as Ankara’s hydrocabons drilling in east
Mediterranean. At the same time, EU countries
have been at loggerheads since 2015 over how
to share out people arriving in the bloc, leaving

some - like Greece or Italy - weighing under the
burden, and others - like Poland or Hungary -
refusing to host refugees.

With bitter divisions damaging the bloc’s unity,
the EU turned to Turkey to prevent arrivals in the
first place - and put itself at the mercy of Erdogan.
Human rights groups decried Athens’ hard-nosed

action on the border and its decision to suspend
accepting asylum claims, but the EU expressed
solidarity with Greece. “The right to asylum does
not mean that Erdogan can send how many mi-
grants he wants into the European Union,” EU
Home Affairs Commissioner Ylva Johansson told
journalists on Wednesday. —Reuters 

In a bind over Turkey, EU finds 
money to contain immigration

Idlib is latest flashpoint in Syria’s war

LESBOS ISLAND: Migrants run from riot police after being pushed to go back to Moria camp from the port of
Mytilene, on the island of Lesbos, where they were hoping to get on a ferry to Athens. — AFP 

MOSCOW: When Turkey’s president visited Russia last summer, the
sun shone as he shared ice cream and admired fighter jets with a
friendly Vladimir Putin. But ahead of Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s visit to
Moscow yesterday, clouds have gathered with the pair in a standoff
over Syria. Fighting has intensified between Turkish troops and
Moscow-backed regime forces in the northwestern Syrian province
of Idlib.  The strongmen are entrenched on opposing sides and de-
termined to hold their ground. There are hopes the two leaders can
at least agree a ceasefire at the talks. But Erdogan is unlikely to dent
the Russian leader’s resolve to back the regime in its offensive to re-
capture the last rebel stronghold in Syria. For Putin, observers say,
victory in Syria is not just political, it’s personal.

“Putin’s rise as a masterful strategist is associated with Syria,” said
Yury Barmin, a Middle East analyst at the Russian International Af-
fairs Council, established to advise the Kremlin. “Victory in Syria has
become a matter of prestige for Russia - and for Putin personally,”
he said. Russia charged into Syria in late 2015 with an air campaign
that turned the tide of the conflict in favor of the Damascus regime.
The intervention helped President Bashar Al-Assad reclaim swathes
of territory his forces had lost to Islamists and Western-backed op-
position groups.

Reclaiming old glory
Putin, a former KGB agent who described the Soviet Union’s col-

lapse as a catastrophe, spied an opportunity to reclaim the Kremlin’s
former military glory and challenge the West. Moscow has invested
heavily in two bases on the Syrian coast - the Tartus naval port and
the Hmeimim air base - so that Putin’s warships and bombers can
project military power throughout the Mediterranean, says Russian
military analyst Pavel Felgenhauer.

“Russia is not that interested in Syria per se, but it’s important to
keep Assad in power because he guarantees that Russia has these
bases,” Felgenhauer said. Apart from anchoring Moscow’s hold in the
Mediterranean, the conflict in Syria has proved a valuable training
ground for the military, with thousands of Russian troops gaining bat-
tlefield experience and hundreds of new weapons tested, says Dmitry
Trenin, director of the Carnegie Moscow Center. “It is a material ex-
ample of what Russia can accomplish through a combination of mil-
itary and diplomatic instruments,” he says.

The conflict has personal resonance for Putin too, Trenin adds.
The Russian president rose to power 20 years ago during the Krem-
lin’s war against insurgents in the Muslim-majority republic of Chech-
nya. Putin famously vowed to “waste them in the outhouse”. Rights
groups have accused the Russian air force of war crimes in Syria with
indiscriminate attacks on schools, hospitals and mosques, drawing
comparisons with the destruction of the Chechen capital Grozny two
decades ago.

A ‘Russian’ compromise
With some 4,000 Russians travelling to join the ranks of Islamist

groups in Iraq and Syria in recent years, Putin “has his own scores to
settle with the terrorists”, Trenin says. “He came to prominence, and
then to power, by defeating their predecessors in the North Cauca-
sus.” Putin is also looking for a foreign policy victory that could boost
his popularity in the face of approval ratings that have dropped be-
cause of economic stagnation. The last time he scored a major win
abroad - the 2014 annexation of Crimea - Putin’s ratings jumped to
nearly 90 percent.

Observers say that doesn’t mean Putin won’t be willing to make
some compromise at Thursday’s talks with Erdogan. The two presi-
dents are keen to avoid direct clashes that would jeopardize their
trade or defense ties. “Putin knows he has substantial military and
political advantages over Erdogan”, but will find a way to allow the
Turkish leader to “back off while saving face”, Trenin said. Put more
bluntly: “Putin is definitely seeking compromise with Turkey over
Syria, but a compromise devised by Russia,” Barmin said.—AFP 

For Putin, a victory 
in Syria is personal


